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 The evening weather is at the year’s most favorable time; just cold enough a sweater 

bundles you in. Walking up to the gallery, the physical preparation is very crisp, with table 

settings, chafers and other serve ware reflective under the night sky. MCC Art Gallery director 

Jennifer Harris and her team have done well to invite the crowd. A mild crowd in size and 

demeanor with many staying huddled amongst their pack, as is usually the case. I can’t help 

thinking that two important entities are missing. The first is the gallery’s campus location, 

enveloped by the campus borders rather than street side to draw public curiosity and energy. The 

second is the outside reception area itself, setting aside what Jennifer has mapped, the exterior 

displays the same neutrality of gallery showrooms. Given the already tucked away location, there 

is nothing to draw focus from the thousands walking past daily. Making my way inside, the 

atmosphere was just as clean and neutral, allowing for focus to set on the artists’ works. As I 

reviewed the walls I noticed two, definitely one, of the artists in attendance, however both 

appeared introvert and preoccupied with their groups, thus conversations did not take place. 

 It may go as no surprise, of the artists on display, Forrest Solis has two pieces on display 

that caught my attention upon entering the exhibit. Located on the side wall of the back half of 

the gallery, I had no trouble selectively dismissing the three or four other works trying to 

obstruct my view (I tried to feel remorseful when I later addressed the overlooked, but who was I 

kidding). These two paintings, Origin of Desire I and II, need each other. Not being paired loses 



the very desire Solis delivers, and delivers quite well. We don’t know if the individuals are dead, 

asleep, warm, cold, in the morgue or in the bed. There was a moment I did not care either, 

because it was 

sensual regardless. 

A lady to my side 

whispered a 

comment, which 

grew into a conversation of agreements to what Solis achieves. Her technique is precise, not just 

with regards to symmetry, but also the light spectrums few can manufacture. I can best describe 

as almost Hyperrealism with Impressionist lighting technique or diffused reflection. 

 Still developing a better appreciation for Contemporary work, there are two artists 

standing out. I’m not sure if I like the paintings. It is more about the questions I have regarding 

choice of style. The first artist I’d like sit down and understand is Larry Madrigal. This 

gentleman has a lot going on, and not just on canvas. After reading his statement, my questions 

remain unanswered. Some light-hearted and others more complex. Part Hispanic myself, I get a 

heightened awareness when I observe 

stigmata insertions. Understanding the 

culture, and its great respect for 

Catholicism, to use in a self-portrait 

should hold a deeper story than most 

cultures, just as the nimbus upon his 

wife is understood of the echelon he 

holds her on. The busiest of paintings I 



want to focus on is The Madrigals. His work has a pattern the likes of Van Eyck. The subjects 

come across confined or crowded into the picture, with a point of view at a slight downward 

angle, all around a Flemish style. While I understand the overwhelmed display, the number of 

hazards surrounding the child is rather frightening. On a lighter note, I also understand the 

Hispanic tradition of males not smiling for pictures taken. However, his wife does not appear to 

smile either. Overall, Mr. Madrigal has a great technique, I would like to better understand his 

bigger picture or story he is telling. 

 The other artist I’d like to better understand is Caroline Estelle. Once again, I can read 

through her statement and still feel not enough has been said. Her decision to create a beautiful 

person and highlight with ugliness isn’t so much rare, as this has been done numerous times. 

What I wonder is why her? Is it for pure shock value, defiance to male society, or personal 

experience manifested in her work? She is an attractive lady, so I don’t see a complex to be born 

out of ridicule. Sometimes artists can be more forth 

coming than realized. Ms. Estelle has the technique; my 

own curiosity raises these questions for her. After 

reviewing the remaining exhibit, I did not come across 

anything else that stood out, however, my appreciation 

for the era is still a work in progress. 
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